


“If decoration is an orchestra,
 fabric is the maestro.”

 – Telamor

M A E S T R O  C O L L E C T I O N



The essence of an elegant decoration is creating harmony among all the elements. 
All of the elements have their own emotions and if you achieve to use them in balance, 
when you enter a place, they welcome you singing the best song like an orchestra. 

It is an undeniable fact that fabric is the maestro of that orchestra. In an orchestra, 
the maestro is the key person leading the artistic direction, just like fabric’s role in a 
decoration. Fabrics are the keys to set the soul of a place as a maestro does in a song. 

Some can use this key to just add a warm feeling with long, flowing, unfettered sheers 
while some can use it to embellish the decoration as foulard does on a woman’s 
neck. Some can use just plain fabrics to preserve the strong look of the decoration, 
and some keys open the doors to a colorful world, making the decoration highly 
exclusive. Undoubtedly, the most special keys make the place one in a million. 

Life is yours; it is your home, and this is your song. As you are the composer of your 
life, choose your maestro, and start your song. Open the door to your world where 
you will have the most beautiful dinners with your family, raise your children, have 
delightful chats with your friends and most importantly dream.



A uniquely designed embroidered fabric is a timeless piece which will be the 
masterpiece in a decoration. Each of these special designs is produced to be a 
spectacular painting on your walls.

“Be faithful to your own taste, because nothing you really like is ever out of style.” 

– Billy Baldwin
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Trimmings are indispensable for a personalized decoration. They detail the 
simplicity. In other words, trimmings are powerful ‘modifiers’ because they have 
the power to modify the decor to a different version. 

“The details are not the details. They make the design.”  

– Charles Eames
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“I do regard spinning and weaving as a necessary part of any national system of education.”  

— Mahatma Gandhi

Making and coloring the patterns of a fabric with a weaving technique is much 
more valuable than the one with a similar appearance produced with a different 
technique since weaving is the art of creating fabric through a combination of 
warp and weft which has a great math behind. As a result, their values never pass 
over time. We offer our deepest respect to the inventors of the weaving technique. 
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Plain fabrics preserve the strong look of the decoration. Sometimes it is enough 
for the fabric just to be a complementary element in a decoration with its warm 
touch. This warm feeling can also be achieved with long, flowing, unfettered tulles 
whose stance is as light as a feather but as strong as a mountain.

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 

– Leonardo Da Vinci
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Specially treated plain fabrics, embellish and diversify the decor as a foulard 
does on a woman’s neck. This type of fabrics reveal their character without 
sacrificing simplicity. 

“In order to be irreplaceable, one must always be different.” 

– Coco Chanel
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Children benefit immensely from simple life. Their dreams are bigger than 
any design. Therefore, we believe in simplicity for child rooms. New children’s 
collection of Telamor is again simple and positive like a child’s world. Never forget; 
these designs are just for cool kids who have big dreams.

“Every child is an artist.”  

– Pablo Picasso
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Nature inspires us with its spectacular patterns, but most of the time with its 
harmonious colors. Choosing a colorful design for your home can bring nature 
to your home. The nature that we cannot see through our window eventually will 
wink at us from the side of the window.

“All colors are the friends of their neighbors and the lovers of their opposites.”  

– Marc Chagall
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Human brains work so differently like the uniqueness of fingerprints. Also, we 
are born in a different family, different country, and we have different experiences 
and memories, even unique lifestyles. Fabrics give you the freedom to reflect this 
unique soul. They can get in all shapes, be combined with any other fabric, and be 
installed in so many ways. Touch it, feel it, play with it; give it the shape of your life. 




